From Impropriety to Betrayal: Policing Non-Marital Sex in the Early Modern Dutch Empire

Abstract
The policing of illicit sex formed a key mode of social control in early modern Europe, where reproduction in legally sanctioned marriage was the primary means through which property and status was passed. When Europeans formed overseas colonial settlements sustained by slave labor and populated by people of a broad variety of ethnic and religious backgrounds, this concern with sexually transgressive behavior took on new dimensions. This article takes the case of Dutch trade-company-led colonialism in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries to examine how colonial visions of social order in Asia, Africa, and the Caribbean shaped authorities’ responses to different types of non-marital sex. To facilitate comparison, these acts are read through narratives of criminalization, comprised of both conceptualizations of crime and prosecution practices. Through an analysis of legislation issued across the Dutch empire, most notably bylaws, combined with a selection of case studies from the juridical practice, we show that a concern with keeping different ethnic, religious, and status groups separate and maintaining European dominance shaped the policing of sexuality in such a way that the distinction between relatively benign sexual “improprieties” and a more serious criminal narrative of sexual “betrayal” was re-arranged along gendered and racialized lines. Conceptualizations and prosecutions alike show a considerably more stringent treatment of sex between non-Christian or non-white men and women of European status than between European men and enslaved or free local women, even when the latter scenario was coercive or violent.

Introduction
Having sex outside of marriage could be dangerous business in the early modern Dutch empire. This became all too clear to Tjieuw and Jerisina, a Chinese man and Malay Christian woman who in August 1748 confessed to having had intercourse in the former’s home in the woods outside Malacca, then ruled by the Dutch East India Company, the VOC. Brought before the city’s Council of...
In the Netherlands, it is unlikely the pair would have faced such serious charges, especially since Tjieuw claimed he had promised to marry Jerisina. What, then, explains this extreme response from the Dutch authorities?

This article examines how VOC legislators and their West Indian colonial counterparts across the globe defined and prosecuted sexually transgressive behavior in cases such as Jerisina and Tjieuw’s. In doing so, it explores how the various colonial contexts across the early modern Dutch empire shaped both legislation and prosecution. Criminalizing pre- and extramarital sex in its many forms was by no means an exclusively colonial project in the early modern period. As elsewhere in Europe, men and women in the Dutch Republic could face penalties ranging from fines or banishment to (public) flogging or even death if they crossed the boundaries of acceptable intercourse between legally married partners. Nevertheless, this mode of social control took on a new form when it was enacted in a colonial context by the VOC, or its western counterpart, the Dutch West India Company (WIC). Both trading companies had a stake in establishing themselves and their representatives at the top of the social hierarchy in the multi-ethnic colonies they oversaw. Relationships between men and women across ethnic and religious boundaries such as concubinage, various forms of “fornication,” and adultery formed a highly charged social battleground in colonial social politics and therefore are useful tools of historical analysis.

We thus take Dutch-colonial judicial theory and practice as a window into the sexual politics that shaped the lived experience of people ruled by the trading companies. “Politics” here refers both to the explicit political concerns and economic goals that company elites pursued in adopting certain marriage policies and policing sexuality, and to power in the broader sense of social hierarchies differentiating people’s experiences with the law. With regard to the first point, Dutch colonial legislators and jurors approached their task of presiding over populations’ sexual behaviors not just as magistrates but also as employers and representatives of commercial organizations interested in extracting profit from the societies they governed. Perhaps the clearest example of this profit-oriented approach to human affairs was the ubiquitous presence of the institution of slavery throughout the Dutch empire, which Dutch law did not address due to slavery’s theoretical absence in Dutch metropolitan society. Social historians of VOC Asia such as Jean Taylor and Deborah Hamer, moreover, have demonstrated that economic concerns such as keeping wage costs low and maintaining a loyal but mobile and flexible workforce also strongly informed company marriage policies. The fact that few white women migrated to the East Indies, for example, was not a coincidence or merely due to European women’s unwillingness to make the long and arduous journey, but the result of a conscious policy decision to restrict European female migration after 1630. A similar argument has been made for Suriname by Rudolph van Lier, who in his classic work Frontier Society noted a decline in white Christian women after the financial crisis of 1773, when absentee ownership increased and on-site plantation managers were increasingly encouraged—if not required—to remain unmarried. In neither case were the male employees in question expected to be celibate, meaning that sexual contact of various levels of (il)legality with non-
European women—often coerced, as many of the women were enslaved—came to be implied in official colonial policies.

Simultaneously, within the patchwork of small Dutch-ruled societies along the Asian, African, and American coasts surrounded by rival powers, demographic factors raised constant questions of belonging, identity, and allegiance. While the Dutch Republic was home to significant Catholic and Jewish communities in addition to the dominant Dutch Reformed church and various other Protestant groups, this pluralism paled in comparison to the ethnic, linguistic, and religious diversity of sites such as Batavia, Cochin, or the Caribbean. As historians of VOC Asia such as Remco Raben and Ulbe Bosma have argued, a way Dutch administrators attempted to order this complex social world was through ethnic categorizations anchored in socially differentiated institutions. A key mode of enforcing the boundaries between these groups was to impose restrictions on inter-group sex and marriage. This effort was difficult in practice, especially with regard to the “European” group: because of the prevalence of inter-ethnic unions between European men and local women, many VOC and WIC settlements formed formally European communities in which European origin or parentage on both sides was not necessarily a defining factor.

Religion provides another dimension to the political climate. Christianity had traditionally been a primary pillar for European self-identification, and this association continued in the colonial context. Christianity provided a useful marker of political, cultural, and sometimes military allegiance that tied select local populations to the company. This same process unfolded on a “micro level” with women who converted to Christianity to marry a company servant and thus moved from one social group to another. Because of the role of the domestic sphere as a microcosm for larger social relations and the fluidity of female identity through marriage, sexual relationships inside and outside of marriage became strongly intertwined with questions of ethnic belonging and social status, with particular attention to the sexual fidelity of women.

This ties in to the second aspect of sexual politics, in the sense of categories of power and social difference (gender, race, religion, and social class, most prominently) informing how the sexual behavior of different people was policed in divergent ways. Historians of the Dutch Republic have established the importance of class and gender in explaining discrepancies in prosecution rates and outcomes for sexual offenses, with social class shaping what juridical options plaintiffs and defendants were aware of and had access to, as well as how their behavior was perceived by magistrates. Gender—perhaps unsurprisingly—was a particularly decisive factor in the prosecution of “moral” (i.e., sexual) offenses. Allusions to a sexual “double standard” prevail in the literature, from prostitutes being prosecuted while their male clients walked free, to poor women facing disproportionate legal challenges when taking well-to-do men to court for rape or “defloration,” to Dutch law punishing adulterous women more harshly than men. Willemijn Ruberg’s study of adultery in the Dutch town of Haarlem, however, has shown that in contrast to the stark double standard in adultery legislation, prosecution practices were more historically variable, and particularly in the eighteenth century showed a less defined double standard between the judicial treatment of adulterous men and women than the letter of the law would suggest.
To analyze legislation and prosecution practices in Dutch overseas settlements, the axes of gender and social class alone are not enough. Ethnicity, color, and slavery formed such decisive factors in the social hierarchies of these places that only intersectional analysis incorporating these categories can do justice to the complexity of colonial sexual politics. In anglophone scholarship, a rich body of literature exists that tackles these intersections, particularly for the English Caribbean and North America, focusing on themes such as the key connection between enslaved women’s labor and their reproductive capacities, racialized femininities and masculinities, and the role of race and enslavement in sexual coercion and conceptualizations of rape. For the “Dutch” world, this literature is considerably more limited. Although there are several scholars who have done important work on gender and ethnicity in VOC Asia, research focusing explicitly on the dynamics of sex, power, race, and slavery is rare, especially for the Atlantic context. For the East Indies context, moreover, prior research on inter-ethnic sexuality has focused almost exclusively on relationships between European (and to a limited sense Chinese) men and Southeast Asian women, contributing to the perception of early Dutch colonialism in Asia as relatively “open” with regard to ethnic mixing compared to other contemporaneous colonial contexts (such as the Americas) and to the post-VOC Dutch East Indies. Much less attention has been given to what happened when women associated with the European group (whether through birth or marriage) had sex with Asian men, which poses the risk of overlooking the gendered power relations that this openness belied.

With this contribution we aim to fill these gaps, not only connecting the bodies of literature on Dutch early modern law and on colonial sexual politics, but also challenging the artificial divide between the Indian and Atlantic oceans as regions of analysis. We do this by analyzing legislation and judicial case studies from a small selection of settlements on both sides of the globe: Batavia, Cochin, and Ceylon in VOC territory, and Elmina (West Africa), Curacao, Suriname, and Berbice (Guyana) in the WIC zone of operation. Taking adultery as a key mode of adult heterosexual behavior that was criminalized particularly severely in the Dutch early modern legal world, and contrasting it to other forms of unsanctioned sexual relations that generally met with milder legal responses (pre-marital sex and cohabitation, in some contexts called “concubination,” and other forms of “fornication”), we investigate how these categories of crime travelled where people of different ethnic and religious backgrounds formed consensual and coercive sexual relationships. How did European judges, governors, and councilors respond to the relationships people formed under their watch—and why? How did actors’ positions in the social fabric (based on religious affiliation, gender, skin color, socio-economic status, and/or geographic origin) affect this reaction?

Key in this analysis is the understanding that categories of crime are both socially constructed and flexible: depending on the status of the parties involved and the priorities of the prosecutors, the same sexual act might be labeled a case of adultery (if marital fidelity and/or the interest of the aggrieved spouse were the priority), rape (if the sex was against the woman’s will and she was in the position to press charges), fornication, or not be labeled at all because it was not registered. Whenever possible, we use the original term found in the source or a direct translation: overspel (adultery), hoerij or boelen (fornication),
concubinage or concubinaat (concubinage or pre-marital cohabitation), vleeselijke conversatie (carnal conversation or intercourse), and bijzit (unmarried female sexual partner) are frequently used terms.

In order to make comparisons across time and space and understand the policing of sexual transgressions through the lens of colonial sexual politics, we adopt the concept of “narratives of crime” comprised of two distinct but interconnected factors of authorities’ responses to specific sexual relations: the language used to describe the crime (including the categorizations outlined above) and the severity of prescribed and applied punishment. Both indicate how seriously authorities took specific sexual transgressions as a threat to the social order, colonial project, or privileged parties, while the first also offers clues regarding the logic on which the criminalization of the act was based. This allows us to show what was at stake for colonial authorities when they responded to sexual relations between people of different backgrounds and helps explain discrepancies and divergencies in prosecution practices. We identify two significant narratives at play in the policing of inter-group sexuality. The first of the two, which we might call the “narrative of impropriety,” and which covers most forms of heterosexual deviancy, criminalizes sexual relationships that posed practical problems for authorities (e.g., social unrest, or fatherless children dependent on public assistance) on the grounds of their unsanctioned nature and their violation of early modern Christian norms of chastity. In the second and more serious narrative, the criminalization was grounded in the notion of betrayal rather than mere impropriety. Crimes in this “narrative of betrayal” did not just break commonly held social norms, but the very relationships through which society was structured. In the Dutch legal and theological context, adultery is the prime example of this crime: to cheat on one’s spouse was not just to form an unsanctioned relationship, but to break a sacred bond, that of marriage, in the process.19 Since the two narratives involve two levels of relative seriousness, we can expect transgressions in the “impropriety narrative” to be met with milder punishments (a warning, a fine, or a short period of banishment) and harsher penalties (longer banishments, corporeal punishments, and death) to accompany the “betrayal narrative.”

Our central argument is as follows: while a gendered double standard existed to a varying degree in the Dutch Republic, in which the sexual transgressions (and in particular marital infidelity) of women were policed more strictly than those of (wealthy) men, the political goals and concerns of the Dutch trading companies and colonial elites led to a widening of this double standard along ethnic and racial lines. Gender and group identity (based on race, enslavement, religion, and class), not marital status, became the deciding factors in how sexual transgressions were defined and prosecuted, with relations between European-identified women and non-European men being prosecuted in the highly politically charged “narrative of betrayal” while those between European men (married or not) and non-European women being either tacitly sanctioned, ignored, or meeting a response in the “narrative of impropriety.”

Although we do not discuss any rape prosecutions in this study, non-consensual sex looms large over many of the sexual encounters discussed. The crime of rape poses particular historiographical challenges, because while early modern understandings of adultery (metaphorical use notwithstanding) roughly correspond to contemporary definitions, modern notions of rape differ
considerably from early modern conceptualizations, to the point that instances that were clearly cases of rape or sexual assault to modern readers would not have been labeled as such in the seventeenth or eighteenth century. Marital rape, for example, was not recognized as rape, nor was non-consensual sex when forms of coercion other than direct violence were used. In judicial treatises, the crime of rape was often discussed alongside other “moral” offenses such as adultery and pre-marital sex, because it shared some of the grounds for criminalization—loss of honor for the parties involved, and a breaking of moral norms of chastity—with the use of force as a distinguishing and aggravating factor. Because of this overlap, and because it was often extremely difficult for women to prove they had not consented, it was not unusual for rape cases to be prosecuted as adultery or fornication instead, which could result in prosecution of the victim. In colonial settings, such effacement of rape was even more pronounced, because the law denied the very possibility of rape for an entire category of victims: enslaved men and women. This formed an integral part of the sexual politics that delegated certain sexual acts as more reprehensible than others, depending more on the involved parties’ position in the social hierarchy than on the factor of consent.

In this article, we combine two main bodies of sources in order to take into account both theory and practice: locally issued legislations (plakaten) and case files from colonial criminal court records. Legislative sources are often dismissed as theoretical, disconnected from practice and exclusively showing top-down mechanisms of governance. However, because plakaten tended to focus on a single issue and were published continuously in response to whatever local governors and councils considered pressing, they reflect local authorities’ specific concerns and indirectly form an imprint of daily reality. We thus treat legislation not as a static entity imported from Europe but as a highly local product of interaction between people’s daily practice and colonial interests. Therefore, even if these laws were not always enforced, they testify to the attempt of colonial authorities to police the sexual relations of the population under their control in a wide variety of contexts. Criminal court cases, the second body of sources we draw from, have been selected from an inventory of Dutch colonial criminal courts. Criminal court records also have their shortcomings as only a minority of crimes made it to these courts. However, close qualitative analysis provides clues about the language and the logic behind the prosecution of sexual transgressions. An important point is that only cases labeled as adultery by colonial authorities are found in the criminal court records. Crimes associated with the narrative “impropriety” such as concubinage are virtually absent, probably because they were treated as minor offenses that would not make it to a full session in court, were settled outside courts, or were not prosecuted at all.

We start by examining legislation on non-marital sexual relations between men and women that was issued in the Dutch Republic, followed by a discussion of the specific institutional context of the colonies within VOC and WIC charter territory. We then show how Dutch legislation was selectively applied and expanded on in these contexts, by examining legislation issued in response to local concerns, along with a select number of case studies from the legal practice, from VOC Asia, the Caribbean, and the Gold Coast in West Africa.
Dutch Law and its Colonial Transformations

By and large the most influential Dutch legal document regulating marriage was the Political Ordinance of Holland. It was one of the handful of legal texts accompanying Jan Pieterszoon Coen’s instructions when he set out to found a Dutch headquarters in the Indies in 1621. The 1580 Political Ordinance was a direct result of the newly independent Dutch Republic’s embrace of the Reformation, under which jurisdiction over marital affairs moved from the Catholic Church to the worldly authorities. The text affirmed the prohibitions against adultery, bigamy, and concubinage that had been issued in an ordinance under Philip II in 1570. In addition, it stipulated mandatory procedures for formalizing marriage, specific degrees of punishable incest, and finally, penalties for various forms of adultery. In any case of adultery, regardless of which party was married, the man was to be declared dishonorable and stripped of any public or privileged civic status he might have. For other punishments, there was a hierarchy of severity according to the gender and marital state of the adulterous partners. The most serious form of adultery, in which both partners were married, warranted a fifty-year banishment for both. Below this was adultery between a married woman and an unmarried man; the woman in question was to be banished for fifty years, but the man only if he was a repeat offender (for a single infraction the punishment was two weeks of imprisonment and a fine of one hundred guilders). If only the male partner was married, both parties could get off with two weeks imprisonment (plus a fine for the man) and both faced banishment upon a second offense.

Another legal document used by Dutch prosecutors was the Echtreglement (Marriage Regulations), issued for the Generaliteitslanden, the unrepresented territories in the Dutch Republic directly ruled by the States General. The regulations essentially comprise the rules that the Dutch Reformed Church, for whom the Political Ordinance and other provincial legislations were not extensive enough, wished to see applied in the entire Dutch Republic. This text more explicitly set punishments for other forms of illicit sex beyond incest and adultery, including concubinage: it defined fornication (hoereri) as any sex between unmarried partners and concubinage (concubinari) as unmarried partners living like husband and wife. Everyone found guilty of either offense, regardless of whether they also had children or what their living arrangements were, had to pay a fine of one hundred guilders and either get married or swear to never “converse” again. Failure to do so could result being punished as “public fornicators” which could result in a ten-year banishment. The Echtreglement also set punishments for other sexual crimes such as prostitution, rape, kidnapping, and seduction, and for aiding and abetting such crimes, and it banned marriages between Christians and Jews or other non-baptized individuals. Because the regulations were more extensive than the provincial ordinances, they came to be regularly applied in Holland and Zeeland as well, and as such, also influenced legal practice in the WIC and VOC, both of which were directed from these provinces.

In the overseas context, the Dutch government delegated the administration of justice to chartered companies. Territories situated east of the Cape of Good Hope were under the authority of the VOC and those situated in the Atlantic Ocean, with the exception of Suriname and Berbice, were
administrated by the WIC. All Dutch colonies were formally under the sovereignty of the States General and were expected to comply with Dutch laws. The foundation of legislation in the Dutch early modern empire was laid by the charter of the VOC, dating from 1602, and later, the Batavia Statutes book (1642, updated in 1766), for the settlements situated in the Indian Ocean. The justice system in the Atlantic settlements was based on the 1629 Order of the Government and Justice. Further complementing this base, instructions and commissions were given to the head of governments overseas by the directors of the companies back in the Republic. In overseas courts, judges followed Roman Dutch law, in particular, ordinances of the province of Holland. However, for matters specific to the overseas context such as slavery, concubinage, or sexual relations across ethnic, religious, or free/unfree boundaries, legal administrators relied on plakaten issued by the governing councils in the colonies and on Roman law. Generally speaking, local directors were granted a considerable amount of discretionary power in issuing local legislation as circumstances required. As local legal traditions and bodies of bylaws and ordinances grew, Dutch legal texts took on a more ancillary role, to be consulted when colonial legislation was insufficient.

What implications did this convergence of legal sources have for the legislation of non-marital sex? In the Dutch metropolitan context, legal sources make clear that adultery and fornication were both considered illegal and immoral, although there was a marked difference in perceived severity between the two: fornication, or “improper” relationships between unmarried partners, could result in a fine, the obligation to get married and, in case of persistent disregard for the law, a banishment of maximum ten years. Adultery, however, especially if it involved a married woman, was a much more serious crime. In the various colonial contexts, in which ideas about proper relations between individuals intersected with ideas about proper relations between social groups, as we will see, this disparity in seriousness became more pronounced and developed along gendered and (quasi-) racialized lines.

Before diving into Dutch overseas settlements’ specific legislations regarding unsanctioned relationships, it is useful to understand what constituted sanctioned relationships in these multi-ethnic and multi-religious settings. The ban on inter-faith marriages which was already present in the Dutch Republic, where it mostly pertained to Christians marrying Jews, became of greater consequence in both the East and West Indian context where Christians tended to be the minority. European company servants who wished to marry a local woman could only do so if the bride had converted to Christianity. Under the VOC, additional requirements were securing permission from the company, and that the bride-to-be spoke Dutch. Restrictions on marriage can be seen as a mode of communal gate-keeping: because married women took on the (ethnic) status of their husbands, ensuring only those with religious and linguistic markers of allegiance to the European group could marry into it served as a means of keeping this group exclusive and loyal to the company, at least in theory.

Religion and language were not the only markers of belonging, however: in the Caribbean in particular, race came to play an important role as well. Although significant groups of Christian free people of color emerged in places like Curacao, integration of these groups with European co-religionists through marriage was met with resistance from white colonists. In 1753 white Curacao
citizens successfully pushed for the adoption of the *Echtreglement* as the guiding source on marital law instead of the Political Ordinance. The *Echtreglement* was a means of controlling interracial marriage because it gave the prospective couple’s relatives greater power in approving or blocking a marriage-to-be. Another telling case is that of Elisabeth Samson, a wealthy free-born black woman in Suriname who wished to marry a white man, but had to turn to the States General to gain permission. Although marriages between white men and mixed-race women had become fairly common practice by the mid-eighteenth century, the governor and council of Suriname considered Samson’s request to marry a step too far. In their minds it would have undermined notions of white superiority among slaves, who would have believed “they just have to be free, to be able to join in formal marriage with us, so that their children are on par and equal to us,” something colonists considered a dangerous idea. The fact that Samson was considerably older than her prospective groom and much wealthier posed a curious conundrum for the council, who were quite explicit about their interests: although the marriage would be financially advantageous for the white community, who would now become more likely to inherit Samson’s wealth after her death, as opposed to her predominantly black and mixed-race relatives, the pairing would also be humiliating for the groom and by extension whites in general. The reverse scenario, in which a black man married a white woman, was even more unheard of.

The ban on inter-ethnic and specifically inter-religious marriages offers a first clue as to why the affair of the Chinese Tjieuw and the Christian-Malay Jerisina was considered such a serious offense: although Tjieuw claimed he had offered to marry Jerisina, as a non-Christian he could not uphold that promise, and thus the case was one of fornication (boeleren) and not sexual relations between fiancés that could be remedied by marriage. Even considering this, however, the recommended punishment of the death penalty suggests that the combination of the unsanctioned and inter-ethnic nature of the relationship made it a particularly grievous offense in the eyes of the Dutch prosecutor. How did this understanding of the crime come to be?

**Legislating Inter-Ethnic Sex**

One of the earliest ordinances criminalizing sex between regulated social groups was one issued in Batavia in 1622 under Governor-General Jan Pieterszoon Coen, and it mentions both adultery and the keeping of a “concubine or bijzit.” The punishment for adultery (overspel), here, was considerably harsher than in the Republic: regardless of gender or which party was married, both adulterers were to be punished “with the sword, that death may follow, and with confiscation of all goods.” Concubinage could be punished with a fine, but if it happened between a Christian and a “Moor or Heathen” there could also be physical punishment and the “unchristian instigator” would be put to death. The placard is unique not just for its harshness, but because it offers lengthy motivation for its issuance: any decent government, but especially any Christian magistrate, it argued, ought to take extraordinary care to preserve the sanctity of the conjugal bond, and this sanctity was apparently under threat:
"[We are] noticing that on a daily basis many scandalous dissolutions besmirching the Christian name occur in vile meetings, hateful concubinages, and God-aggrieving adultery, not only between Christians and Christians, Moors with Moors or Heathens with Heathens, but without any regard for person, religion or sect, shamefully among Christians, Moors, and Heathens, as if they were legal and permitted marriages."

The placard stressed that urgent intervention was needed “for the sake of everyone’s soul and salvation.” Coen was well-known for his puritan Calvinist convictions, even by the standards of his own time, which might explain the severe fervor of these regulations: he infamously had the twelve-year-old daughter of a colleague under his care publicly flogged for engaging in premarital sex with the adolescent son of a VOC merchant and his Arakanese mistress—the boy was beheaded. Indeed, no Batavian legislation that was to follow Coen’s regime was quite so harsh on adulterers and fornicators, nor so explicitly religiously framed.

Nonetheless, the policing of inter-ethnic sexual infractions would become a recurrent theme across the Dutch empire. Here we observe a marked divergence between the narrative of “impropriety” and that of “betrayal” and the types of pairings associated with the two. Because of the rarity of single European women compared to male VOC and WIC employees and indigenous or enslaved women, crimes in the narrative of impropriety became conflated with relationships between European men (whether they were married or not) and non-European women. Discussions and prosecutions of adultery as a crime of betrayal, on the other hand, almost always came to involve the sexual transgressions of a woman belonging to the European community, even when that woman was not married and did therefore not technically commit adultery. The distinction between the two narratives of crime, therefore, came to rely less heavily on the marital status of the partners involved and more so on their position in the social fabric. With this shift, the divide between improper conduct and the more serious crime of betrayal became not only more pronounced but also took on more strongly gendered and racialized dimensions. Put differently: in the colonial context, sex between European men and local women largely became a managerial problem—a form of impropriety to be regulated—whereas the non-marital sex of women categorized as European posed a political problem expressed in terms of betrayal and the serious crime of adultery.

Batavia

In Batavia, after the harsh precedent initially set by Coen, later regulations concerning adultery returned to a standard comparable to that specified in the Political Ordinance of Holland, although with a stronger gender bias. Indeed, in the Batavia Statutes (1742, updated in 1766), a married man who “defiled or slept with” (geschent ofte beslaepen hebben) a single or widowed woman would not be banished but face a fine and a month “on water and rice” and, if he was a company servant, stripped of his position. The woman in question would be banished to the women’s workhouse (vrouwetuchthuys), but for one year instead of the fifty years women could face in Holland for this offense. In the case of a married woman breaking her vows, however, the laws were much stricter: both
parties would face a fine and banishment with forced labor for fifty years—the man as a chain laborer and the woman in the women’s workhouse. The description in the Batavia Statutes of the workhouse’s function offers a clue as to why women’s transgressions in particular were so heavily penalized: it was built after several women had been found to live such “scandalous, vile, and unfettered lives” that they not only threatened to corrupt the youth and bring about God’s wrath, but also denigrated the Christian name among the “Heathens and Moors.” An affront to a Dutch woman’s sexual virtue was thus an affront to the entire community, as also becomes clear in the extreme discrepancy between legislative responses to Dutch men’s extramarital affairs and those involving Christian women and Asian men: “any Heathen, Moor, or other non-Christian person, having intercourse with a Christian woman, married or unmarried, will be punished by death without mercy.” In addition to the marital status and gender of the offender, religion or ethnicity thus formed a second category to factor in the severity of the punishments for sexual offenses in VOC Asia. Free or unfree status was a third. An enslaved man who committed “dishonor” with a woman or girl who had never been enslaved herself was to be sentenced to chain labor for life. If the woman was Dutch or his master’s wife or daughter, however, he would be hung.

The Batavia Statutes applied in all of VOC Asia, and the case of the Chinese Tjieuw and the Malay Christian woman Jerisina in Malacca indicates that this application was not merely theoretical: although Tjieuw was spared the death penalty that the prosecutor had recommended, both he and Jerisina were sentenced to twenty-five years of forced labor without pay. Curiously, although neither Jerisina nor Tjieuw was married, the court records describe the relationship as “adulterous” (overspelig). This, combined with a severity of punishment that in Europe would match adultery rather than premarital sex, suggests that in the minds of the Dutch councilors, a relationship between a woman whom they counted, through her religion, as belonging to their community, and an outsider, was analogous to marital infidelity. Although relationships between Christian single women and non-Christian men did not fall under the technical definition of adultery (an extra-marital relationship in which at least one partner is married, thus breaking a marriage vow), they did come to be included—rhetorically and practically—in the narrative of “adulterous” betrayal, which hinged on a breaking of exclusivity and belonging. The reverse was true for European men whose sexual misconduct, even when technically adulterous, was rarely prosecuted as adultery and instead met a legislative and judicial response in the impropriety narrative, which treated it as disorderly behavior to be punished with fines or other mild corrective measures. In the Batavia Statutes, the concept of “concubinage” is used exclusively for sexual offenses of Christian men while for non-Christian or enslaved men the legislation uses terms such as “boeleeren” or “commit dishonor.” These offenses were also met with a higher penalty (death by hanging) than for the offense of “concubinage” (a fine).

Both in terminology and in severity of punishment, therefore, we see a rearrangement of the narratives of betrayal and impropriety along the lines of ethnicity, gender, and social status. This can in part be explained by patterns in people’s everyday behaviors and the degree to which these, in practice, could be controlled. A ban on concubinage had already been declared in 1622 under Coen and was regularly re-issued in Batavia. Indeed, the legislation against
keeping a “concubine” was promulgated again in the early 1680s, for the fourth time in sixty years.\textsuperscript{54} Company servants, it seems, continued to keep concubines in large numbers despite the threat of fines. However, this repeated issuing of legislation appears to decrease in the eighteenth century. From then onward, the strategy of legislators was to regulate rather than outright forbid VOC employees from having non-marital sex. Regulations enabled VOC men to legitimize children born outside of marriage by paying a percentage of their wealth to the company.\textsuperscript{55} In a particularly flagrant example, a VOC administrator in Java filed a request for the legitimization of his ten children, all born outside of marriage with different Malay women, that was accepted against payment of 10 percent of his wealth.\textsuperscript{56} Although this privilege had to be granted by the high government and only was accessible to the minority of high VOC officials who could afford it, it demonstrates a certain adaptation of the legislation to the reality of the phenomenon: administrators created paths toward increased tolerance of the extra-marital sex that was already taking place on a large scale. Another such path was the alimony that was asked of European fathers to provide for their (illegitimate) children if they returned to Europe, thereby acknowledging the existence of these relationships.\textsuperscript{57} Although “concubinage” was never formally accepted in legislation, VOC legislators seem to have eventually treated it as a fact of life that was to be regulated as a managerial problem, in stark contrast to the more serious criminalization of the sexual exploits of European-identified women.

Dutch East Indian juridical practice demonstrates the discrepancy between male-centered “concubinage” and the sexual exploitation of enslaved women, treated as an impropriety to be regulated, on the one hand, and female-centered adultery and other forms of sexual “betrayal” on the other. Although adultery as a prosecuted crime is relatively rare in the Batavian court records considering its prominent position in written criminal law, concubinage is almost completely absent. Out of the 1617 criminal court cases indexed from the Batavia Council of Justice archive for the years 1637–1790, only thirteen deal with adultery, and all but one involve a married woman as one of the adulterous partners.\textsuperscript{58}

A case from 1762, however, shows that Dutch men did not have entirely free reign when it came to extra-marital sex, even if their punishment was considerably milder than that of adulterous women. The dispute came to the court’s attention when bookkeeper Johannes Hoffman’s wife, Elisabeth Sloot, wished to divorce her husband on the grounds of physical abuse and his “disorderly” behavior. She pressed the case with the court commissioners in charge of marital disputes, claiming her husband not only beat her, but also regularly had “very familiar conversations” with a certain “dishonest woman” who turned out to be a neighbor’s former bijzit named Leentje, now reportedly living with Hoffman. The VOC’s prosecutor questioned him, asking whether it was true he was living in “overt concubinage” with Leentje. Hoffman confirmed this, with the explanation that she was his “housekeeper.” He was subsequently sentenced to once month of solitary confinement, given a fine of one hundred reals, and was fired from his position on charges of adultery—hardly a slap on the wrist.\textsuperscript{59}

The case reveals the conceptual overlap, for European men’s extramarital affairs, between “concubinage” and “adultery”—a word that was only used in the final criminal charges brought against Hoffman. It also suggests that only under exceptional conditions did such cases come to a criminal prosecution.
Elisabeth Sloot, who was able to take up residence with her uncle, the Dutchman Jan Hendrik Sloot, could count on a number of free Christians in the community to back up her claims. She claimed to not be financially dependent on her husband, meaning that unlike many less well-connected and poorer Batavian women, she was relatively well-positioned to take her husband’s behavior to the authorities. Hoffman was punished exactly as the Batavia Statutes prescribed, but there is no evidence that Leentje was prosecuted. For the married women prosecuted for adultery, the courts largely seem to have followed the Statutes quite faithfully, sentencing the female offender to fifty years of banishment in the women’s workhouse if enough evidence of adultery could be found. Their male lovers—at least those who had not managed to escape being caught—were punished according to status and station. In the majority of cases, the male adulterous partner was a VOC employee, a reflection of Batavia’s dual court system in which non-VOC defendants would appear before the Schepenenbank (Bench of Aldermen).

A notable exception is the 1738 case of Anna Maria Keppelaer and Alexander van Boegis, which fell under the Council of Justice’s jurisdiction because Anna Maria was married to a company servant. Anna Maria and Alexander were brought before court after the former’s husband had taken them to the council’s prosecutor, Fiscaal Adrianus Bergsma. Bergsma’s statement reflects the complex legal politics of East Indies society. Although he acknowledged that the Statutes of Batavia prescribed a fifty-year banishment for adultery, he argued that such prescriptions “appear to only apply to adulterers of the same state, condition, and birth” and that the current circumstances called for a heavier punishment. Anna Maria had brought utter shame and humiliation on both herself and her husband by engaging in adultery with “a vile slave” and therefore deserved to be flogged and branded in addition to her banishment. What made the crime particularly egregious for Bergsma was the wedded couple’s ethnic status: Anna Maria should be considered Dutch because her father had been a Dutchman (she was the illegitimate daughter of a gunpowder maker and a woman he held in slavery) but, more importantly, her husband was a Dutchman and deeply aggrieved by this insult. Bergsma also compared the case to a prior one involving a Susanna Dolmaker who had been sentenced to a lashing and fifteen years in the workhouse for “fornication” with an enslaved man. Although she had been a widow at the time and a “mestiza born in Amboina,” her lover Paris of Makassar had nonetheless been sentenced to death. Bergsma recommended the judges condemned Alexander to the same, in accordance with Article 7 of the Statutes as well as with Roman law. Curiously, the statement of claim pays little attention to another lover Anna Maria confessed to have had, a Dutch colleague of her husband named Jan Jurgens. Company personnel records indicate that this Jurgens had repatriated a year before the trial took place, so we do not get to see what his recommended punishment would have been. Another case from the mid-eighteenth century, this time from Cochin (present-day Kochi), however, does allow such a comparison.

Cochin was the administrative center of the VOC on the Malabar coast in the South of India. The company shared its territory with the Raja of Cochin and claimed jurisdiction over not only the population living in the fort (mainly company servants and their dependents), but also over all Christians in the area. Sixteen-year-old Cochin-born Adriana van der Hulst belonged to the
former group since she had married the VOC sergeant and trumpeter Johan Lodewijk Stolsenberg and moved to the fort. She faced adultery charges in October 1749 after she confessed to her husband that she had regularly shared her bed with three young men: the mestizo soldier Jan Lameer and the enslaved youths Jason and Jupiter. Most relevant for present purposes is the legal distinction made between Lameer and the two enslaved boys. Whereas the soldier is repeatedly referred to as “arrested,” meaning he was not jailed but obliged to present himself at court, the other two were held in the fort’s prison (where Jason would die of complications of scurvy before the trial), where prosecutor Nicolaas Bowijn demanded they be tortured.69 The most striking difference, however, is the recommended punishment: Jupiter, the surviving enslaved youth, was to be hanged; Jan Lameer to be stripped of his military office and put on “water and bread” for fourteen days; and Adriana was to lose her rights and privileges as a company wife, be led out of the city while wearing a sign reading “adulteress,” and banished for fifty years. Bowijn based this recommendation on a bifurcation in legal sources: for Jan and Adriana he applied the Political Ordinances of Holland and Zeeland, while for Jupiter and Jason he cited the Statutes of Batavia (“rightfully the legal code of India”). 70 Although the court did not consider the evidence sufficient to convict any of the defendants, the divergent treatment of the men suggests that adultery with an enslaved man was considered a far greater affront to both a woman’s husband and the Dutch community than the same act with a company servant.

Ceylon

Around the same period that the first Batavia Statues were issued, the administration in Ceylon (Sri Lanka) started publishing legislation of its own. As of 1641 the garrison in Galle was formally forbidden to live with local women and in 1658, general concubinage was prohibited in Colombo. 71 According to the first plakaat such a ban was necessary because “most of them [members of the garrison] be they officers, soldiers or sailors or other, are living in overt whoredom and concubinage, publicly and shamelessly living with each other as if they were legally married.”72 The punishment was left to the judge’s discretion, but the legislators seem to have had some understanding of their employees’ inclinations: “to meet those who do not possess the gift of abstinence in their weakness, anyone who requests such will be allowed to enter into matrimony with one of the native women.”73 These women marrying into VOC circles would become targets of great company suspicion, however. A 1659 plakaat proclaimed a strenuous warning: “whenever a native [inlandse] mestiza or black woman who is married to a Dutchman should commit infidelity and thus come to break the dignity of her marriage and the respect of the nation through adultery, [and] have intercourse with a native man, slave or any other black and her equal, that same woman should be . . . punished with death.”74 In contrast, Dutch men committing adultery with a local woman would be flogged. The language of the ordinance is revealing: although these “native” wives were formally part of the Dutch community and thus responsible for that community’s dignity and moral standards, their loyalty was in question as their identity as “mestizas and blacks” continued to link them to the men who were supposed to be both removed from and subordinate to the European group the women married into.
The ordinance was issued after several VOC officers had complained of their wives’ affairs with local men. One young woman, married to the Dutch lieutenant Jacobsen, had formed a relationship with a man who, like her, was Ceylonese, and faced severe consequences. She was publicly flogged and shamed, but the council was so outraged by her association with a man whom it considered “a vile black,” that it decided a more potent deterrent was needed. The council’s reasoning for going to the extreme of the death penalty was as follows: first, since the company intended to build a colony on Ceylon with local women, the sin of adultery needed to be stamped out to ensure “an honorable reproduction of our own nation.” Second, the company relied heavily on its officers stationed there, and the latter needed to be reassured that the honor of their marital state would be protected. There are other indications that Dutch authorities did not fully trust the allegiance of Christianized South Asian brides. A 1666 instruction for deacons and those in charge of the orphanage in Colombo specifies that children of Dutch fathers and native mothers whose fathers had died were to be placed under special diaconal supervision to ensure they were still educated in the Christian religion, because otherwise the majority would, “because of the weakness and fragility of the mothers’ faith in Christ,” fall back into “heathendom” or at the very least into “papal superstitions.”

The Caribbean

Legislation across the globe in the Caribbean formed remarkably similar patterns to VOC Asia. Like in early Batavia, one of the first criminal ordinances issued in Suriname after the Dutch takeover from the British is exceptionally strict: married adulterers would be put to death, and the unmarried partner “heavily and rigorously punished” according to the specific situation. It is unlikely that this threat of capital punishment was frequently put in practice, but it can be read as a statement of intent for the newly established colony. Perhaps the new government was concerned the newly forming European community, so far from the metropole, would slacken in its moral standards, or perhaps the need to maintain the European community’s prestige was felt to be particularly pressing in light of the close proximity of both the Amerindian and enslaved African populations. The latter seems to have been a factor in the 1681 regulations for employees of Abraham van Peere (then private owner of the colony of Berbice), which admonished some colonists for their “godless unchastity” in impregnating Amerindian women and then pushing them to abortion or infanticide, much to the vexation of the “heathens” toward whom, the instructions claimed, Europeans were to set a pious example.

This emphasis on not antagonizing Amerindians, however, also reflects a diplomatic rather than strictly religious concern, of maintaining good relations with neighboring peoples. This was seen elsewhere too: in Curáçao a bylaw forbidding harassment of indigenous or black women was recorded in 1638 and in 1643 free planters were banned from having sexual relations with Native women. The prohibition on sexual relations with indigenous women was part of a larger ban on spoiling indigenous gardens and other properties. Whether this Curáçao ban was respected is doubtful since it was re-issued ten years later. These bylaws nevertheless show that Dutch authorities tried to limit frictions with indigenous people and demonstrate that indigenous groups were important
political players the Dutch had to accommodate. Similar bylaws regulating sexual relations between European men and non-European women came in Guyana (Berbice) in 1681.\textsuperscript{82} The bylaw punished “relationships” (which in many cases likely constituted harassment or rape) with African and Amerindian women by a fine. Interestingly, the legislation also contained the requirement to provide alimony for children who were born out of these illegal unions as would be the case a few decades later in Batavia. Legislators were thus not just concerned with sexual piety but also with maintaining orderly relationships with Amerindians and enslaved Africans and managing the potential social burden of needy fatherless children.

While in Suriname and Curacao no more legislation against sexual relations of European men with non-European women could be found during the eighteenth century, in Berbice the bans continued to be issued. Indeed, a ban specifically focused on Amerindian women was issued in 1700 and another one, in 1741, concerned relationships with both African and Amerindian women.\textsuperscript{83} Lastly, in 1750 a bylaw stated that sexual relations between soldiers and enslaved women were to be punished.\textsuperscript{84} Despite this resurgence in bans well into the eighteenth century, legislators offered opportunities for (European) fathers to recognize children born out of wedlock. In a \textit{plakaat} issued in 1712, a child called Jan Pietersen, born of an “unknown father” and the enslaved “Indian female” Elsie, was freed and adopted by his master (also called Jan Pietersen) with the authorization of the Dutch.\textsuperscript{85} Even if bans prohibited sexual relations with African and Amerindian women in Berbice, a form of tolerance similar to that in Batavia is visible. And, just as in Batavia, the ability to legitimize unlawful children was probably restricted to a minority of the European male population: plantation owners and the children they fathered with enslaved women.

Another point that strengthens this argument is the fact that in the settlements where the legislations against sexual relations between European men and non-European women could be found in the eighteenth century, the bans seemed to be aimed more at lower-ranking European servants and plantation employees and less at slave owners or high-ranking company servants. A 1741 ban in Berbice specifically addressed “servants of a plantation as well as free artisans” and the legislation of 1750 in the same place applied exclusively to soldiers.\textsuperscript{86} A similar phenomenon is visible in the other Dutch settlements where such bans were found in the eighteenth century, specifically the Cape.\textsuperscript{87} As Deborah Hamer points out for Batavia, the ban on sexual relations and marriages between free and unfree people was not exclusively determined by concerns about the ethnic mixing between Europeans and non-Europeans.\textsuperscript{88} Company authorities were anxious that the free/unfree boundary should not be blurred by inter-group relationships and discriminated between European men of different social position. The tolerance toward European men’s “improprieties” should therefore be nuanced by the social group to which European men belonged within the company and colonial hierarchy. A property-oriented approach to sexuality prevailed in all these ordinances: the sexual transgressions that were actively criminalized were those between European men and women who were not “theirs.” This began with the early bans against harassment of indigenous and African women, which was never described in terms of rape or sexual abuse but instead as affronts to the
communities to which these women belonged, alongside disturbances to physical property. It continued with ordinances that banned sexual contact between rank-and-file Europeans and women who were not their property, but remained silent on the sex slave masters coerced from their female slaves.

The discrepancy in moral standards to which European men were held did not go unnoticed: the Directors of the Society of Berbice in the Netherlands, for example, responded rather laconically after the governor of the colony wrote to them in 1738 to complain of pervasive “familiarities between whites and blacks and reds.” While the directors “praised his concerns” they also admonished him to take a critical look at his own behavior and hinted at his transgressions with “bokkinnen,” a term used for enslaved Amerindian women. This suggests that while authorities in the Netherlands might conceive of the laws as applying to all, the governing elites in the colony (which in Suriname and Guyana consisted predominantly of wealthy white planters) were more inclined to adopt a “rules for thee, but not for me” approach. A notable dissident voice on the trend of (married) European men having sex with their enslaved women was the Reformed minister Jan Willem Kals, who famously clashed with Suriname’s white planter class over questions of race, religion, and morality. In a scandalized complaint to his superiors in Amsterdam, he wrote:

Fornication and adultery are two sisters that seduce [the colonists] so much, that they judge mixing with the blacks to be almost necessary, healthy, and in agreement with that land and therefore not sinful. Commonly, even if one has a young, sweet, honest wife at home, one also has a young black or red girl along in the tugboat, that they doll up with a pretty little skirt, golden earrings, various corals, and bare arms, legs, and neck, to take their pleasure with. Such a black [girl] is taken by them to be more pleasing than a white. Some have even dared to ask me whether I would baptize their little mulatto as they had the misfortune of conceiving one with their negresses.

While regulations regarding European men’s relations with Amerindian and African women started emerging more or less immediately but did not stop such inter-ethnic forms of “fornication” from becoming widespread and to some extent tolerated, sexual contact between white women and non-white men seems to have been more uncommon, but all the more shocking to authorities. A 1741 plakaat from Berbice claimed to have “weighty reasons” to declare that any white woman who could be proven to have had intercourse with a black or Amerindian man, whether free or enslaved, would not only be flogged but banished from the colony for life (if she was married she would also be branded). The man, if a slave, would be killed “without mercy.” A free Amerindian guilty of this crime was to be whipped, have his ears cut off, and be enslaved.

The punishment is almost identical to that set out in a plakaat issued thirty years earlier in Suriname, suggesting the legislators in Berbice were exposed to the regulatory customs of its larger neighbor. Just like the case of Mrs. Jacobsen in Ceylon, the Suriname plakaat was issued in direct response to a specific case that made it to the criminal court. Although virtually no court records from Suriname before the 1720s remain, the meeting minutes and resolutions of Suriname’s Governing Council offer some key insights into what transpired. In November 1710, the Governing Council in Paramaribo (which functioned both as a criminal court and a legislating body) received a request from Barend
Roelofs. He wished to divorce his wife Maria Keijser, who had had intercourse with “a negro” and had recently given birth to “a mulatto girl.” The council considered this such a serious matter “with regards to the whole colony” that it decided to have Maria and the suspected father punished as an example to others. By mid-January both were held at the fort. The prosecutor, however, could not find enough evidence that the enslaved man taken prisoner from Jacobus Wildenland’s plantation was the perpetrator, and he was released. Maria Keijser’s guilt was self-evident to the court, however, and on January 28 she was banished from the colony. The Governing Council used the occasion to crack down on another case of interracial sex that had transpired a few years prior. Judith de Castre (her name suggests she was part of the Portuguese Jewish community), unmarried at the time, had also been impregnated by a black man and now, to the council’s outrage, openly frequented Paramaribo with her “mulatto” child. The court decided to forbid her, her mother, or anyone else to ever bring the child to town again, and started a manhunt for the boy’s father, fearing that the news of the Maria Keijser case would prompt him to flee. When this proved to be true—there were reports he was hiding around the plantation of a Captain du Rhon—the council decided to put a price of fifty guilders on his head. To prevent any other such “scandalous and unnatural fornications and adulteries” in the future, the council decided to issue a new ordinance that stated that “any unmarried white woman having carnal intercourse with a negro ... will be severely lashed and banished from this Colony for life.” If she was married, she would also be branded. The man would be put to death. Marital status was thus an aggravating but not a defining factor in this crime. The defining factors were gender and race.

The use of the word “white” (blank) to refer to Europeans was quite common in the Americas by the early eighteenth century. The word “unnatural” being used to refer to sex between a white woman and black man is striking, however, for it evokes post-Enlightenment doctrines of racial purity. However, the great disparity between the moral outrage the mixed-race children of Maria Keijser and Judith de Castre gave rise to and the apparent ease with which the large numbers of “mulattos” born to white male enslavers (usually conceived with their female slaves) were accepted as a fact of life, suggests that “unnatural,” here, should not be read in the context of nineteenth- and twentieth-century pseudo-scientific ideas about the biology of race, but rather as denoting a breach of the “natural” social order. Because extramarital sex in the early modern period was considered an act in which a woman was (or let herself be) dishonored by a man, the former scenario challenged established ideas about the white community’s superiority over (enslaved) Africans, whereas the latter did not. To put it in our “narrative” terms: the Keijser and de Castre cases broke and “betrayed” the premises on which colonial society was built, whereas the sexual exploitation of female slaves by their masters, even if “improper,” if anything only affirmed those premises.

It should be noted that documented cases such as those above, just like adultery cases in VOC courts, were relatively rare: while sexual crimes in general are underrepresented in Caribbean court records compared to crimes related to property, commerce, violence, and marronage, the adultery cases that do emerge tend to concern illicit relationships within ethnic and religious communities. As Jessica Roitman and Aviva Ben-Ur have argued in their analysis of
adultery in Suriname and Curacao’s Portuguese Jewish communities, however, here too concerns with preserving the status and honor of individuals involved as well as of the community as a whole (vis-a-vis ethnic groups considered socially inferior) were primary factors in authorities’ responses. \textsuperscript{101}

**Elmina**

As previously mentioned, a form of tolerance applied to European men and their “concubines” despite a class bias. While it was tolerated and opportunities to legitimize children existed, nowhere were non-Christian inter-ethnic sexual relationships ever as institutionalized as in Elmina. The case of the West African port is nevertheless relevant to add to the analysis because it illustrates different power dynamics and gender relations than those discussed above.

Legislation in Elmina banning inter-ethnic sexual relations seems at first glance quite similar to other Dutch settlements. Between 1690 and 1692 a series of four bylaws were promulgated in Elmina reinstating a ban against sexual relations with African women, two of which stress the responsibility of the father to pay alimony if he was to leave children behind when returning to Europe. \textsuperscript{102} As in Batavia and Berbice, the responsibility of the father for the children born outside of formal marriage appears in the legislation in Elmina showing some adaptation to the circumstances. However, the tolerance toward local marriage went much further in Elmina than in other settlements analyzed so far. Marriages between WIC servants and African women according to local traditions (calecharen) were common. \textsuperscript{103} **Calecharen** became accepted by Dutch authorities as official. An inheritance dispute dating from 1731 illustrates this phenomenon. The case opposed a woman named May Accoma, *muliere* [“woman”] of the director general of Elmina, against Whilhelmina van Naerssen, daughter of an enslaved woman “gecalesjaard” (i.e., married in the *calecharen* tradition) with a company servant. \textsuperscript{104} The enslaved woman in question, Amba Intiem, had been offered as a gift by the director general to May. Wilhelmina, after receiving an education in Europe, wanted to marry a company servant and was asking for the inheritance of her deceased mother. In this dispute, all female protagonists were married or soon to be married to company servants and at least two were married according to local traditions. The presence of “muliere” and “gcalesjaard” in legal documents demonstrates that these women were accepted and considered as wives of company servants by the WIC authorities. Another case of the sort appears in the criminal court records when in 1773 a company assistant, Isaac Rigagneau, complained that another assistant had kissed Rigagneau’s “negress.” While the outcome of the case is not relevant for the argument, the fact that the company assistant could file a complaint about his African partner as if she were his official wife demonstrates the normality of such relationships. \textsuperscript{105} A last example of this is the presence of an “Akt van callecharen” between a WIC official and an African woman registered in the WIC documents in 1794. \textsuperscript{106} The formal recording of this term in the company documents give an idea of the official value of these unions. Here, and in the previous cases, Dutch company servants and administrators in Elmina adapted to local marriage regulations and included them in their official records rather than the opposite.

Even more particular in the Elmina setting, however, is the company’s response to women’s sexual transgressions. Indeed, there does not seem to be
WIC-issued legislation and persecution in the fort specifically aimed at women’s sexual behavior. Instead, Elmina directors-general signed contracts based on Akan customary law (in 1772 and again in 1780) in which the European and African authorities agreed on the rules of calecharen: a woman who had married according to local custom with a European and who was caught having “carnal conversation” with someone else, was to pay a fine (as did her “partner in crime”) of or equivalent to “one fine female slave” to the injured party. The same applied if her lawful partner was African and her lover a white man. Although doubtless European men stationed in Elmina were no less displeased at their partner’s involvement with other men than those in Suriname or Ceylon, the local power dynamics made for a completely different response from the company. Unlike in colonies where the Dutch attempted to build a self-reproducing Christian community, Elminan women in relationships with WIC servants did not formally join the European group, did not fall under the company’s jurisdiction, and therefore their relations with other men could not be treated as a communal betrayal, but rather as an impropriety: a personal affront that threatened good relations between the European and African communities and therefore a company concern, but not one that threatened the foundations of European society in Africa. If anything, it was the European men who became part of local networks and subjects to the obligations this entailed when they were gecalesjaard rather than the other way around. Natalie Everts has shown this in her analysis of the abusua, powerful matrilineal networks who could hold their members’ European husbands accountable for duties such as contributing to the woman’s funeral costs.

Conclusion

“You are a Christian woman, what are you doing here with this Chinese in the woods?”

These are the words the arresting officer reportedly said to Jerisina before taking her and Tjieuw to the VOC fort in Malacca. Jerisina and Tjieuw, it can be assumed, had no intention of making a subversive political statement in taking up residence together. Tjieuw simply wanted a partner, and Jerisina, as she would later explain, was riddled by debts and hoped to find financial security through a union with him. Yet, in the eyes of Dutch company officials, their relationship was not just a case of illicit sex between unmarried partners, but one that was aggravated by political concerns around their respective positions in colonial society, marked by factors such as gender, ethnic belonging, and religion.

They were far from the only people who confronted a legal landscape shaped by political concerns over sexuality: colonial legislators throughout the Dutch empire prohibited sexual relations between men and women of different backgrounds in order to control individuals and their households in varying ways and to varying degrees of severity, depending on their position in the (envisioned) social hierarchy. Considering that adultery, concubinage, and fornication were forbidden in the Republic, it appears consistent that colonial legislators would prohibit the phenomenon across the empire. In the colonial setting, gender, religion, ethnicity, and race affected the distinction between these offenses. Relationships between European men and local women
manifested themselves as a managerial and sometimes diplomatic problem for company officials: regulating these affairs was a matter of controlling the workforce, avoiding the burden of fatherless children, and maintaining good relations with neighboring peoples. As such, it was grafted onto the legislative response to non-marital sex between men and women as a form of disorderly conduct for which a relatively mild, correctional punishment such as a fine was appropriate. This could even be the case for cases of rape which, because of colonial power relations and particularly the institution of slavery, were often not recognized as such.

The omnipresence of legislations against non-marital sexual relations of company servants or European colonists with Asian, African, and Amerindian women shows how common the phenomenon was while the recurrence of these laws testifies to the frequent breaching of the rules. Moreover, snippets of evidence—the most glaring of which may be the ubiquitous presence of mixed-race illegitimate children whose existence seems to have become accepted, over time, as inevitable—suggest a widespread normalization of these breaches. However, the official recognition of these relationships through opportunities for legitimization of children born outside of marriage seemed to have been reserved for male members of the elite—high-ranking company officials or plantation owners—with the notable exception of Elmina, where marriages according to local customs seemed to have official value in the company records. Although Dutch legislators might have wished to institute a strict regime of sexual piety—as early forms of legislation seem to suggest—the widespread practices of company employees and local inhabitants made this simply impossible to enforce. Relationships between women considered European by affiliation (whether they were wives of company servants or local women of Christian faith) and non-European men, however, were a different story.

The harshness with which Dutch authorities responded—both in legislative sources and in the courtroom—to Christian married and single women’s “adulterous” behavior outside the Christian community, should be read through the context of power dynamics. In societies where the trade companies’ aim was to establish naturally reproducing European communities that were dominant over neighboring free and enslaved populations, women’s sexual contact with outsiders betrayed both the exclusivity of the European group and the pillars on which this colonial hierarchy was built. Firstly, because of (married) women’s central role in biological reproduction and in the passing on of status and wealth, policing Christian women’s sexuality was a way of maintaining the community’s exclusivity. Secondly, because sex in the early modern moral paradigm was itself a relation between unequal partners, and extra-marital sex an act whereby a man dishonored a woman, pairings that went against the grain of established social hierarchies undermined the notions of superiority on which these hierarchies were built. The case of Elmina, where the WIC was strongly dependent on local elites and unable to establish the European community as the dominant group in the area, and where authorities’ response to women’s infidelity was much more limited and marked by local customs, suggests this reading of sexual relations as a microcosm of inter-group relations was not merely symbolic. Indeed, the extent to which colonial authorities were able to police local women’s sexuality may be a useful proxy for the reach of colonial power and Europeans’ relative position in the local social fabric. To test this, it may be
fruitful to examine other locations in which Dutch presence was more marginal than in Caribbean colonies or Batavia, such as Makassar in Sulawesi.

The double standards in the prosecution of sexually transgressive behavior was not an exclusively colonial phenomenon. Differentiation on the basis of class, gender, or place of origin is quite well-documented in Europe, but in the colonial context these differences became more explicit and therefore more visible. In addition, as we have shown, the specific features of company-ruled colonial society introduced new factors that affected one’s position in the legal system, such as enslavement and skin color. While the connection between black skin and enslavement has been extensively documented for the Atlantic, VOC Asia has generally been cast in a more multifaceted, less racialized light, with scholars positively comparing Dutch inter-ethnic marriage patterns to both the Dutch Caribbean and to the British approach in Asia in the same period, as well as to Dutch colonialist policies in the nineteenth century and beyond. Exhortations against “vile, lowly blacks” as in 1658 Ceylon, however, suggests that (proto-) racial forms of denigration became part of Dutch administrators’ vocabulary earlier than might be expected, and tended to be expressed at moments of particular tension and uncertainty. These perceptions of status and social difference in the multi-ethnic and hierarchical societies of the early modern Dutch empire are key to understanding the complex and seemingly inconsistent ways in which authorities responded to the many forms of illicit sexual acts committed under their watch.
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